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Metric Engineering on behalf of FDOT District 2 



ROAD RANGER SAFETY/TRAINING MEETING AGENDA 

  

                                        

 
May 4, 2022 

1. FIRST COAST ROAD RANGERS PRESENTATION             Marshall Adkison 
 
2.  FDOT ITS Operations       Dee Dee Crews 

A. MOT General Discussion 
B. Safety 
C. Procedural Errors 
D. Road Ranger Operations Interaction 

a. Communication 
b. Dispatch 
c. Event Information 

E. Phone / Tablet Issues 
F. Safe Tows       

 
3. AVL                      Lisa Sparling/Dee Dee Crews 

A. Breaks/ Shift Changes 
B. Inspections  

 
4. RTMC Supervisor Concerns      Amanda Nichols 

A. Radio Issues 
 
5. Road Ranger Operator Questions 
 
6. Action Items 
 
7. Final Comments       FDOT/1st Coast Road Rangers  
 

 
Contractor Meeting: 

• June Meeting 
• Hurricane Rate 

 



 

 

 

- Marshall welcomed everyone. 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers the next meeting is TBA on location 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers that Tina is out for a little. She has a lot of personal matters 
going on. Please keep Tina in your prayers 

- Marshall advised Governor DeSantis is holding meeting on Tort Reform. Hopefully it will be good 
news for us 

- Marshall thanked the Road Rangers for not pre clocking in 

- Marshall went over Things to do while Driving 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers to please make sure you are checking before switching 
lanes   

- Marshall reminded the Road Ranges that are not to use the turn around  

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers due not tailgate  

- Marshall reminded the Road Ranges to please make sure you are receiving a fuel code from the 
TMC 

- Marshall reminded the Road Ranges to not post pictures on social media 

- Marshall went over MOT 

- Marshall showed new MOT pictures 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers all cones must be deployed 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers they will not receive another warning on deploying cones. If 
you do not deploy your cones, you will be fined $100 for safety violation and written up. This 
will go into your file   

- Marshall thanked the Road Rangers on a great job on shift/break times 

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers if they had any issues with the Vendors 

- Road Rangers did not advise of any issues with vendors 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers to please be ready for Hurricane Season 

- Dee Dee reminded the Road Rangers they might be called upon to help other Districts during 
Hurricane 



- Marshall went over General Safety 

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please make sure they stay in contact with the TMC 

- Marshall and Dee Dee advised the Road Rangers to please make sure you report to the TMC if 
motorist/vendor give you any issues at all. TMC will log it  

- Marshall reminded the Road Ranger to please make sure you start the event before approaching 
the motorist  

- Marshall advised he still has not gotten keys for the toolboxes. So please make sure when 
leaving for break you check your truck before and after to make sure everything is there  

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please make sure the compressor is turned off 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers to please wash your truck 

- Road Ranger advised to please make sure you are taking your trash out of the truck and keeping 
them clean 

- Amanda asked the Road Rangers to please take your phone with you when you are outside of 
your trucks 

- Road Rangers advised there is a dead spot-on Commonwealth and 295, and Baldwin and 301 

- Road Rangers advised the batteries are dyeing  

- Lakeland advised he has ordered some new batteries 

- Dee Dee advised the Road Rangers they are doing a great job and thanked them              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


